Ihe fuuclon y will be called the coefficient of varlat^n aversion.
For a uniform preferred payoff pattern, the Interpretation of the coefficient of variation aversion is clear from Relation (6). If v Is
positive it is twice the decrease in the uniform equivalent due to a unit increase in the second moment of x about its average value (for small second moments). Thus we postulate that v is a measure of how strongly an individual feels about deviations in payoffs away from some preferred pattern.
The function v has a fora similar to the familiar coefficient of risk aversion defined by Pratt [7] . While there are strong parallels between variation aversion and risk aversion, the latter concept has no meaning in the deterministic tune preference context under consideration. Second, what fundamental behavioral characteristics guarantee positive variation aversion? Both of these questions will now be answered.
In developing a mathematical description of an individual's preferences, it is customary to assume that the preferences can be repre-L-nted by a set of three binary relations defined over all payoff vectors
x . The three binary relations are:
Zi Rio . if x. P x 0 or x, I x. ■1 "-2 -1 * -2 •" -1 * ^2
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem
First, we will prove that (4) and (5) 
